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K. R. MOUNT

This paper generalizes slightly a result of Kunz [l ] and Nakai [2].

If R>S are commutative rings with identity we introduce a module

D*(R/S) defined as the quotient of the module D(R/S) oí S differen-

tials of A by the submodule consisting of elements which are mapped

to zero by every homomorphism of D(R/S) having values in a finitely

generated A module. The characteristic exponent of a field is defined

to be 1 if the field is of characteristic zero and to be p if the char-

acteristic of the field is p. The result is then: If A is a local ring con-

taining a field k of characteristic exponent p such that D*(R/kp) is

finitely generated, then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) A

is a regular local ring, (ii) D*(R/kp) is free and if x is an element of the

completion of A such that xp = 0 then x = 0. (iii) D*(R/kp) is free and

if x is an element of the form ring of A such that xp = 0 then x = 0.

We remark that in characteristic zero regularity (under the finiteness

condition) is equivalent to the freedom of D*(R/k) and in any case if

the local ring is of the form A q where A is a finitely generated integral

domain and g is a prime the second part of (ii) is automatically satis-

fied. (See Zariski and Samuel [4, p. 314].)

Lemma 1. If R>S are commutative rings with identity then there is

one and only one module D* (A/5) ito within R-isomorphism) satisfying

the conditions: (i) There is an S-derivation d* from R to D*iR/S) such

that the image of d* generates D* iR/S). (ii) If h is an S derivation from

R to a finitely generated R module M then there is an R homomorphism

D*ih) from D*iR/S) to M such that D*Qi)d* = h. (iii) If f is an element

of D*iR/S) then hif) =0 for every homomorphism h of D* to a finitely

generated R module if and only if /=0.

Proof. If A(A/5) denotes the collection of elements of DiR/S)

annihilated by all A homomorphisms to finitely generated A modules,

let q denote the quotient map from DiR/S) to D(A/5)/A(A/5)

= D*iR/S) and set d* = qd where d is the derivation from A to

DiR/S). If h is an 5 derivation from A to a module N denote by

DQi) the homomorphism from DiR/S) satisfying D{h)d = h and sup-

pose M is a second module with properties (i)-(iii) where d§ denotes

the derivation from A to iii and D#ih) denotes the homomorphism

assigned to a derivation from A to N. If b maps M to a finitely
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generated module then one checks easily that D(b d§)=bD(d#) and

hence if/ is an element of F(R/S) we have D(df)(f) =0. Denote by

D*(df) the homomorphism from D*(R/S) to M satisfying the equa-

tion D*(d#)q(f)=D(d#)(f) lor f in P. If x is an element of D(R/S)

with D*(d#)q(x)=0 then for a homomorphism g from D(R/S) to a

finitely generated module P it follows that P#(g d) D(df)=g, thus

g(x) =0 and D*(djf) is an isomorphism.

Lemma 2. If Ris a local ring containing a field K such that D*(R/K)

is finitely generated, or if M = D(R/K)/f)mnD(R/K) is finitely gener-

ated then M=D*(R/K) (m the maximal ideal of R).

Proof. First D*(R/K) is clearly hausdorff. Denote by h the quotient

map from P to R/m = L and note that D*(L/K)=D(L/K), using

Lemma 1. Let A be the submodule of R/m®D*(R/K) generated by

the elements of the form \®d*x for x in m and set D§(L/K)

= [R/m®D*(R/K) ]/A. Define a derivation d§ from R/m to D$(L/K)

by d$(x) = Cl(\®d*x) where Cl(y) denotes the coset determined by

the element y. If/is a derivation (over K) from R/m to M, a finitely

generated L module, then fh is a derivation of P to M and the map

l®D*(fh) induces a homomorphism £>#(/) from D§(L/K) to M

such that D#(f)d#(x)=f(x). Since D$(L/K) is finitely generated it

satisfies (i)-(iii) of Lemma 1 and thus D#(L/P) =D*(L/K)=D(L/K).

Denote by R(n) the ring R/mn and by m(n) the maximal ideal of

R(n) and note that we have the exact sequence m(n)/m(n)2

-->R(n)/m(n)®D(R(n)/K)-+D(L/K)->0 (Nakai [2, Proposition 9]).

It follows easily that D(R(n)/K) is finitely generated. Now consider

an element z of F(R/K) and note that if h(n) denotes the quotient

map from R to R(n) and if d(n) is the K derivation from R(n) to

D(R(n)/K) then D(d(n)h(n)) is a homomorphism from D(R/K) to

D(R(n)/K) with kernel contained in mn'1D(R/K) (Nakai [2,

Proposition 9]) and thus z is an element of \~)mnD(R/K). If M is

finitely generated then one checks easily that it satisfies conditions

(i)-(iii) of Lemma 1.

If R is a local ring with maximal ideal m and M is a hausdorff P

module in the w-adic topology denote by Co(M) the completion of M.

Lemma 3. If R is a local ring containing a field K with D*(R/K)

finitely generated then the completion of D*(R/K) is isomorphic to

D*(Co(R)/K).

Proof. It will suffice to show that there is an isomorphism from the

module D*(R/K)/m"D*(R/K) to D*(Co(R)/K)/m"D*(Co(R)/K)
which commutes with the quotient maps.  Denote by D(n)* the
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module D*iR/K)/mnD*iR/K) and by C(re)* the module

Z)*(Co(A)/A)/m"D*(Co(A)/A). Let p(re + l/re) and qin + l/n) repre-

sent the maps from Din + l)* to £>(w)* and from C(re-fT)* to C(re)*

respectively and denote by pin) and g(re) the quotient maps from

D*iR/K) to L>(w)* and from P>*(Co(A)/A) to C(»)*. If c* denotes

the derivation from Co(A) to 2?*(Co(A)/A) then the derivation

din)# = qin)c* gives rise to a homomorphism D(d(w)#) from DiR/K)

to C(re)* such that Didin)#)d = din)#. If /is an element of mnDiR/K)

then P>(d(re)#)(/) =0 and thus there is a homomorphism /(re) from

D(w)*to C(re)* satisfying the equation (/(»)p(«))(r(g))=Z>(¿(re)#)(g)

for g in DiR/K) and r the quotient map from DiR/K) to D*(A/A).

Suppose Ä is in Co(A), write fe in the form h = h'+h" with Ä' in A

and A" in ran+1Co(A) and set e(ra) [ä] =g(re)d*(/z')- The map e(w) de-

fines a A derivation from Co (A) to Din)* where we consider Din)*

as a Co(A) module by setting h-u = h' for A' as above. Denote by

Civ) the homomorphism from D(Co(A)/A) to P determined if v is

a A derivation from Co(A) to P. If m is an element of wZ)(Co(A)/A)

then C(e(w))(w) is an element of w"P>(A/A) whence there is a homo-

morphism H(n) from C(»)* to D(n)* with H(n)(qin)sif)) = C(e(n))(f)

for 5 the quotient map from D(Co(R)/K) to Z>*(Co(A)/A). For x in A

we have (H(n) J(re))(p(«)d*x) = p (re) e/*x and hence /(re) isamonomor-

phism. If x is in Co(A) then writing x=x'-|-x" with x" in rei"+1Co(A)

and x' in A we have that c*(x)=c*(x') modulo wA>*(Co(A)/A)

from which it follows that Jin) is onto. To complete the assertion we

need only show that Jin) pin + l/n) = qin + l/n) J(« + l) and it suffices

to show this for the elements of the form p{n + l)rdx which one checks

easily.

As a consequence we have that if A = A[[Ai, • • • , Xn]] with

[A; Kp] < oo then D*iR/Kp) is free on the basis d*Xi and d* Y¡ where

Yj is a p basis of A over Kp. This follows by completing

A[Xi, • • • , Xn]x where X is the ideal generated by the A¿. Also note

that if A is any local ring containing a field A such that D*iR/K) is

finitely generated and if M is a hausdorff A module then any homo-

morphism from DiR/K) to M annihilates P(A/A).

Proposition 1. Let R be a local ring containing a field K such that

D*iR/K) is finitely generated. If A'>A with R' regularly quasi-finite

over A then D*iR'/K) is finitely generated.

(For definitions see [3]).

Proof. Suppose A' = A[xi, ■ • • , x„] and assume R' = R^" where

m" is a maximal ideal of A". Denote by N" the image of A" under

the map d-k where k is the inclusion of A" into A' and let g denote
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the induced map from D(R"/K) to D*(R'/K). The image of g is

spanned by the restriction of g to the set (d-k)(R) and by the g dxi.

We note first that D*(R'/K) is a hausdorff R' module and thus is a

hausdorff R module. The map g(d-k) restricted to R is thus a K

derivation of P to a hausdorff P module and hence the image of g is

generated by a homomorphic image of D*(R/K) and by the g dxi

whence N" is finitely generated. Now suppose / is in R'. There is an

element n of R", n not in m", such that nf lies in R", thus d*(nf)

= d*(n) -f+nd*(f), hence d*(f) = (l/n) -h where h is in the image of

g so D*(R'/K) is finitely generated.

Lemma 4. Suppose f is an epimorphism of the local ring R to the local

ring R' such that R contains a field K with D*(R/K) and D*(R'/K)

finitely generated. If A= kernel (/) then we have the exact sequence

(R/A)®A^R/A®D*(R/K)->D*(R'/K)-+0.

Proof. Denote by B the submodule of P/^4 ®D*(R/K) generated

by the elements of the form 1 ®d*a where a is in A and set

M= [R/A ®D*(R/K) ]/B. If h is the quotient map of R/A ®D*(R/K)
onto M we set g(x) =h(l ®d*x') where f(x')=x and note that this

defines a map of R/A into M which is independent of the representa-

tion x' and is a K derivation of R/A. The induced homomorphism

H* = D*(g) from D*(R'/K) to M is such that H*(d*x) = g(x) for x in

R/A. On the other hand the module D*(R'/K) is finitely generated

as an P module and the map d'*f from R to D*(R'/K) is a K deriva-

tion of P, thus D*(d'*f) maps D*(R/K) to D*(R'/K) such that

D*(d'*f)(d*x)=d'*f(x) for x in P. It follows that 1®D* carries M

into D*(R'/K) by (1 ®D*)(x®y) =xD*(y) with (l®D*)(dz) =0 for

z in A. There is thus a map E* from M to D*(R'/K) and one need

only check that H*E* and E*H* are the identity.

Lemma 5. Let R = K[[Xlt ■ ■ ■ , Xn]] with [K; K"]< °o where p is

the characteristic exponent of K, suppose A is an ideal of R and assume

that D(A) <A for every Kp derivation of R into R. If A ¿¿0 then (i) there

is an element x of R such that x is not in A but xp is in A, or A=R and

(ii) there is an element x of the form ring of R/A with x 9e 0 and xp = 0

or A=R.

Proof. Choose a ¿>-basis for K over Kp say yx, • ■ • , yr- If Q is a

power series in P we define the total degree of Q to be the pair (u, v)

where u is the subdegree of Q and v is the degree of the leading form

of Q considered as a polynomial in the y¡. Order the total degrees

lexicographically and choose an element P of A of least total degree

(a, b) and assume b^O. Since b is nonzero the partial derivative of P
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with respect to one of the y¡ occurring in the leading form A(P) of

P lies in A and reduces the total degree, thus no y¡ may occur in A(P)

and A(P) is in Kp[Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn]. Now consider any one of the in-

determinates X, and note that the subdegree of P will be reduced by

differentiating with respect to At- unless the exponent to which Xi

occurs in a given monomial of A(P) is of the form sp. We therefore

have assertion (ii). If Q is in A we may write it in the form Q= J~]Qa

where a ranges over the collection of all the subsets of T= (1, • • • , re)

(including the empty set) and Qa is the sum of those monomials M

of Q such that Xt appears in M with exponent of the form sp for

those and only those i in a. We now denote by B, the operation

Xjd/dXj and note that B¡ maps A into itself and that B¡ is zero on

the monomials of A in which Xj occurs with an exponent which is a

multiple of p. The application of B¡ (p—1) times is the identity on

any monomial which does not have X¡ occurring with exponent a

multiple of p. If Q is in A then applying Bn ip — l) times and sub-

tracting the result from Q we have that ^2Qa is in A where the sum

runs over those subsets of T which contain re and by induction we

have that QT is in A. Using (i) we have that there are elements of A

such that Qt¿¿O. Let W denote the collection of elements of A of

least subdegree which lie in A[[X?, • ■ ■ , Xvn]} and let / be the least

degree of the elements of W considered as polynomials in the y¡ with

coefficients in A''[[AÏ, ■ • • , X^]]. To prove assertion (i) it suffices

to show that t = 0. Note, however, that the set W remains fixed under

the partial derivatives with respect to the y¡ from which the assertion

is immediate.

Theorem. If R is a local ring containing a field k of characteristic

exponent p such that D*iR/kp) is finitely generated then the following

conditions are equivalent: (i) A is regular, (ii) D*(R/kp) is free and if

x is an element of Co(A) such that xp = 0 then x = 0, (iii) D*(R/k") is

free and if x is an element of the form ring of R such that xp = 0 then x = 0.

Proof. We first remark that if k<K then in characteristic p (non-

zero) we have that D*(R/kp) =D*(R/KP) and in any case by Lemma

3 we may suppose that the ring A is complete. We may therefore

assume in nonzero characteristic that k = K is a field of coefficients

of A. Consider the map l®d§ carrying the module m/m2 into

R/m®D*iR/K). To prove l<8>d# is an injection it suffices to prove

the assertion for R/m2 = R* = K+m* where m* is the maximal ideal

of A*. The projection g of A* onto m* is a A derivation to a finitely

generated A* module thus D*ig) maps D*(A/A) to m* such that

D*ig)dfm = gim) — m for m in m*, thus 1 ®d§ is an injection. The map
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1 ®d* from m/m2 to R/m®D*(R/Kp) is such that if x is in m and

l®d*(x)=Q then l®D*(d#)(l®d*)(x) =0 which implies x is in m2

by the above. Thus we have an exact sequence 0 —» m/m2

-+R/m®D*(R/Kp)-*D*(K/Kp)-^>0 in nonzero characteristic. Sim-

ilarly in zero characteristic we may replace Kp by k in the above

sequence. In nonzero characteristic we have that [K: Kp] < °° and a

basis for D(K/KP) is given by the dY¡ where the Y¡ are a ¿»-basis for

K over Kp, and thus if m¿, 1 ̂ i^n is a minimal system of generators

for the maximal ideal of R the elements d*m¡ and ci* F¿ are a basis for

the module D*(R/KP). In characteristic zero the d*m}- are a subset of

a basis for D*(R/k). Let/ be a map from P[[A"i, • ■ ■ , Xn]] onto P

carrying PJ onto P and Xt onto íw¿ where the Xi are indeterminates.

Set N = kernel (/) and assume x is in N. We have the equation

Q = d*if(x))=yj(dx/dXi)d*mi+yj(dx/dYi)d*Yi in characteristic

p?¿0 and since D*(R/KP) is free all the partíais of x must be in N

which implies A = 0 under the assumptions (ii) and (iii) by Lemma 5.

In the case of characteristic zero we have that the partíais with

respect to the X, all are in N since the d*mt can be extended to a basis

and we may again apply Lemma 5.
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